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Introduction  

It is my pleasure to attend the 38th UNWTO Affiliate Members Plenary Session in the neighbor and 

friend country of Republic of Armenia. 

 I would like to thank the head of affiliate members' team, the UNWTO secretary general, board 

members, colleagues and all hosts of this important meeting, who has done a lot for better holding of 

this event. 

As the manager of a tourism company and holding responsibility of managing one of the biggest water 

caves in the world that is Alisadr Cave, I have brought a message of friendship and cordiality for each 

of you dear members and attendees. 

Established in 1991, Alisadr Tourism Company aims to create a suitable platform to offer more and 

better services to domestic and foreign tourists and during these years has made impressive strides in 

this area. 

At the moment, Alisadr Tourism Co., being one of the biggest and most specialized centers to offer 

tourism services, encompasses important sites such as Alisadr Tourism Complex, Abbas Abad resort, 

Ganjnameh Inscriptions and Telecabin, Alisadr Mehr Travel Agency and Aseman Gharb (west sky) Pilot 

Training Company.  

I hope you will visit and enjoy Alisadr Tourism Company subsets. 

In the end, I would like to congratulate government and people of Armenia and distinguished 

participants on celebrating World Tourism Day in Armenia and invite you to see the beautiful images 

of Alisadr Tourism Company. 



Subsets 

Alisadr Mehr Travel Agency 

Alisadr Mehr Travel Agency with aviation authority of Islamic Republic of Iran and Ticket sales Agency 

of RAJA Train Travel Company and has authority for all domestic and foreign lines, issues ticket to all 

parts of the world and also holds domestic and foreign tours. 

Asemane Gharb pilot training company 

This company offers services in the following fields; pilot training for ultralight aircrafts, leisure and 

tourist flights, traffic control, air filming, railway control, electricity line control,  aerial reconnaissance, 

aerial advertising, air taxi, aerial show, airmail and air patrol. 

Other services include training pilots for model airplane, paraglider, para motor, and skydiving. 

Recreational village of Ganjnameh 

Ganjnameh recreational village with sports and leisure facilities including: cable car, bungee jumping 

platform, rock climbing wall, artificial cave aquarium, restaurant, mountain hotel, etc. is one of Alisadr 

Tourism Company that welcomes hundred thousands of tourists annually. 

Abbas Abad recreational resort 

In the southwest 0f Hamadan and on the slopes of Alvand, Abbas Abad pleasant hill located; 

overlooking Hamadan city. The hill has a very exquisite and beautiful landscape. In Achaemenes 

period, this place had been the Royal Road and later the Silk Road passed from there. Also in ancient 

times it was the Timpani Home of Hamadan city. Currently, this complex has a beautiful restaurant in 

the middle of the water, accommodation villas, amusement park, coffee shop, etc. 



Alisadr Cave 

Wonderful Alisadr Cave 

The most beautiful and amazing water cave of the world is shining like a gem among the tourist 

attractions of the country and fascinates tourists, scientists and cavers of the world. 

The world's longest underground boat ride on the crystal clear river inside mountain records the most 

exciting memory of nature in the visitors' diary. What distinguishes Alisadr Cave from other water 

caves is the ease of access to water passages inside the cave that, due to its size, boats can pass easily 

through them. 

According to German speleologists research group headed by Mr. Michael Lumnz in 2000, Alisadr Cave 

is the most important tourist cave in the world regarding its boating path length that is 2100 m. in this 

report, Alisadr Cave is considered as a unique tourist site that no other site can be compared to. 

Alisadr Cave (with an age of 190 years) is a live cave, the formation of which dates back to Jurassic 

Period (second geological period about 190-136 million years ago).  

 Alisadr cave in the beautiful and historical city of Hamadan and with a distance of about 300 km from 

capital city of Iran (Tehran) welcomes about a million visitors annually. 

Alisadr tourism town with an area of 360 hectares with a series of accommodation, open space, 

garden, commercial, and cultural and sports complexes, entertainment, etc. has been approved. Right 

now, in Alisadr Tourism Complex there is a big hotel, several coffee shops and restaurant, handicrafts 

bazaar, observatory, amusement park, etc. provides an opportunity for domestic and foreign visitors 

to stay for several days and experience joyful moments in there. 



Thank you! 
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